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**Programs**

**PPBASFET, PPBASHST, PPBASUPD**
These are the utility programs for HDB table PPPBAS. They were modified to include HISPANIC_IND, AFRICAN_AMER_IND, AMER_INDIAN_IND, ASIAN_IND, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND, WHITE_IND and the change flags for each (HISPANIC_IND_C, AFRICAN_AMER_IND_C, AMER_INDIAN_IND_C, ASIAN_IND_C, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND_C and WHITE_IND_C).

**PPIDXHST**
PPIDXHST prepares a new row for the History PPPIDX table. It was modified to include HISPANIC_IND, AFRICAN_AMER_IND, AMER_INDIAN_IND, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND, WHITE_IND and the change flags for each (HISPANIC_IND_C, AFRICAN_AMER_IND_C, AMER_INDIAN_IND_C, ASIAN_IND_C, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND_C and WHITE_IND_C).

**PPPERCHG, PPPERFET, PPPERUPD, PPPERUTW, PPPERUTL**
These programs are the utility programs for EDB table PPPPER. They were modified to include HISPANIC_IND (EDB0322), AFRICAN_AMER_IND (EDB0323), AMER_INDIAN_IND (EDB0324), ASIAN_IND (EDB0325), NATIVE_HAWAI_IND (EDB0326) and WHITE_IND (EDB0327).

**PPAPEUFE, PPAPEUPU**
These programs are the pre-update and final edit application processors for the EDB Entry/Update. They were modified to include HISPANIC_IND (EDB0322), AFRICAN_AMER_IND (EDB0323), AMER_INDIAN_IND (EDB0324), ASIAN_IND (EDB0325), NATIVE_HAWAI_IND (EDB0326) and WHITE_IND (EDB0327).

**PPAPEUPN, PPAPTDPN**
These programs are the Post Authorization Notification Generate application processors for the EDB Entry/Update and Departmental Time Reporting CICS subsystems. They were modified to include HISPANIC_IND (EDB0322), AFRICAN_AMER_IND (EDB0323), AMER_INDIAN_IND (EDB0324), ASIAN_IND (EDB0325), NATIVE_HAWAI_IND (EDB0326) and WHITE_IND (EDB0327).

**PPP711**
PPP711 produces the CPS Interface File from the employees' data on the EDB. It was modified to include HISPANIC_IND (EDB0322), AFRICAN_AMER_IND (EDB0323), AMER_INDIAN_IND (EDB0324), ASIAN_IND (EDB0325), NATIVE_HAWAI_IND (EDB0326) and WHITE_IND (EDB0327). SEPARATE_REASON (EDB0141), ACAD-PROG-UNIT-CD (EDB0660), HME_DEPT_TYPE_CD.

It was also modified to derive Patient-Care-Flag, using LCN-LICENSE-CERT (EDB0711), and Degree-1, Degree-2 and Degree-3, based on HON-HONOR-TYPE (EDB0713). New translation codes were added for ETHNIC-ID (EDB0112).

**PPEI740**
PPEI740 performs the Implied Maintenance edit for blank Ethnic Origin Code. It was modified to use the new elements HISPANIC_IND, AFRICAN_AMER_IND, AMER_INDIAN_IND, ASIAN_IND, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND, WHITE_IND to derive ETHNIC_ID if it is blank and to issue new message “ETHNIC ORIGIN FIELD IS BLANK, WILL BE DERIVED”.

If the new elements are not entered, program message was modified to read "NO RACIAL INDICATORS ARE 'Y'-RECORDING NON-RESPONSE ".

**PPWEPD1**
PPWEPD1 is the screen processor for the EPD1 function (Employee Personal Data 1). It was modified to include HISPANIC_IND (EDB0322), AFRICAN_AMER_IND (EDB0323), AMER_INDIAN_IND (EDB0324), ASIAN_IND (EDB0325), NATIVE_HAWAI_IND (EDB0326) and WHITE_IND (EDB0327).

**PPWHPER**
PPWHPER is the screen processor for the HPER function (Personal Data History). It was modified to include HISPANIC_IND (EDB0322), AFRICAN_AMER_IND (EDB0323), AMER_INDIAN_IND (EDB0324), ASIAN_IND (EDB0325), NATIVE_HAWAI_IND (EDB0326) and WHITE_IND (EDB0327).
PPWIGEN
PPWIGEN is the screen processor for the IGEN function (General Information 1). It was modified to include HISPANIC_IND (EDB0322), AFRICAN_AMER_IND (EDB0323), AMER_INDIAN_IND (EDB0324), ASIAN_IND (EDB0325), NATIVE_HAWAI_IND (EDB0326) and WHITE_IND (EDB0327).

PPWEHON
PPWEHON is the screen processor for the EHON function (Honors Data). It was modified to remove leading spaces on the Honor-Type-Code field (EDB0713).

PS006, PS008
PS006 is the conedit web service. PS008 is the update commit web service. Both were modified to improve error messages when a required update logical function key is not found.

PS012
PS012 is the ID assignment web service. It was modified to improve error messages when a fatal error is returned by UCIDASN.

Copy Members
CPPDFKEY
CPPDFKEY is a procedural copy member. It was modified to abend if perform of SET-FUNCTION-KEY does not return any aid key.

CPWSRBAS
CPWSRBAS defines a row of the PPPBAS HDB table. It was modified to include Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind and their respective change flags.

CPWSRPER
CPWSRPER defines a row of the PPPPER EDB table. It was modified to include Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind.

CPWSXECP
CPWSXECP defines the record layout for the CPS Employee file. It was modified to include Separate-Reason, Hme-Dept-Type-Cd, Acad-Prog-Unit-Cd, Patient-Care-Flag, Xecp-Degree-1, Degree-2, Degree-3, Hispanic-Ind and Race-Ind (derived from African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind).

Include Members
PPPVAS1, PPPVZBAS
These INCLUDE members are the record layouts for the standard views of the PPPBAS table. They were modified to include Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind (HISPANIC_IND, AFRICAN_AMER_IND, AMER_INDIAN_IND, ASIAN_IND, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND and WHITE_IND) and the change flags for each (HISPANIC_IND_C, AFRICAN_AMER_IND_C, AMER_INDIAN_IND_C, ASIAN_IND_C, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND_C and WHITE_IND_C).

PPPVPER1, PPPVPER2, PPPVZPER
These INCLUDE members are the record layouts for the standard views of the PPPPER table. They were modified to include Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind (HISPANIC_IND, AFRICAN_AMER_IND, AMER_INDIAN_IND, ASIAN_IND, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND and WHITE_IND).

DDL Members
PPPVAS1, PPPVZBAS
These DDL members define the standard views of the PPPBAS table. They were modified to include Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind (HISPANIC_IND, AFRICAN_AMER_IND, AMER_INDIAN_IND, ASIAN_IND, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND and WHITE_IND) and the change flags for each (HISPANIC_IND_C, AFRICAN_AMER_IND_C, AMER_INDIAN_IND_C, ASIAN_IND_C, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND_C and WHITE_IND_C).
PPPVPER1, PPPVPER2, PPPVZPER
These INCLUDE members are the record layouts for the standard views of the PPPPER table. They were modified to include Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind (HISPANIC_IND, AFRICAN_AMER_IND, AMER_INDIAN_IND, ASIAN_IND, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND and WHITE_IND).

TBBAS00C, TBBAS14A (new)
TBBAS00C defines the HDB table PPPBAS. It was modified to include Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind (HISPANIC_IND, AFRICAN_AMER_IND, AMER_INDIAN_IND, ASIAN_IND, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND and WHITE_IND) and the change flags for each (HISPANIC_IND_C, AFRICAN_AMER_IND_C, AMER_INDIAN_IND_C, ASIAN_IND_C, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND_C and WHITE_IND_C). TBBAS14A is the set of ALTER statements to add the Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind fields to the existing PPPBAS table.
BPER00C, TBPER20A (new)
TBPER00C defines the EDB table PPPPER. It was modified to include Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind (HISPANIC_IND, AFRICAN_AMER_IND, AMER_INDIAN_IND, ASIAN_IND, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND and WHITE_IND) and the change flags for each (HISPANIC_IND_C, AFRICAN_AMER_IND_C, AMER_INDIAN_IND_C, ASIAN_IND_C, NATIVE_HAWAI_IND_C and WHITE_IND_C). TBPER20A is the set of ALTER statements to add the Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind fields to the existing PPPPER table.

CICS Maps

PPEPD10
PPEPD10 is the CICS map for the screen function EPD1 - Employee Personal Data 1. It was modified to add appropriate labels and data fields for entering and updating Hispanic-Ind (EDB0322), African-Amer-Ind (EDB0323), Amer-Indian-Ind (EDB0324), Asian-Ind (EDB0325), Native-Hawai-Ind (EDB0326) and White-Ind (EDB0327). Some existing elements were rearranged to accommodate the new elements.

PPIGEN0
PPIGEN0 is the CICS map for the screen function IGEN - General Information 1. It was modified to add appropriate labels and data fields for displaying Hispanic-Ind (EDB0322), African-Amer-Ind (EDB0323), Amer-Indian-Ind (EDB0324), Asian-Ind (EDB0325), Native-Hawai-Ind (EDB0326) and White-Ind (EDB0327).

PPHPER0
PPHPER0 is the CICS map for the screen function HPER - Personal Data History. It was modified to add appropriate labels and data fields for displaying Hispanic-Ind (EDB0322), African-Amer-Ind (EDB0323), Amer-Indian-Ind (EDB0324), Asian-Ind (EDB0325), Native-Hawai-Ind (EDB0326) and White-Ind (EDB0327).

CICS Help

New CICS Help text for the following was created:

- EDB 0322 (Hispanic-Ind)
- EDB 0323 (African-Amer-Ind)
- EDB 0324 (Amer-Indian-Ind)
- EDB 0325 (Asian-Ind)
- EDB0326 (Native-Hawai-Ind)
- EDB0327 (White-Ind)

Group help label (EDB00324G) was added for the indicators mentioned above

Group help label (EDB0112G) was added since Ethnic Id and Sex-Code are now one label

Existing CICS Help text for the following was modified:

- EDB0112 (Ethnic Id)

CICS Help Anchors

CICS Help anchors were adjusted on the following screens:

- EPD1
- HPER
- IGEN
Forms

640A
UPAY640A contains the layouts for selected EDB update transactions. It was modified to include Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind and White-Ind in columns 29–34.

HR will update form U5605- (refer to attachment K in SR 82583)

Java Programs

AddressAction.java
This is Struts’ action class related to address screen. It has been changed to format the home phone number only if all 10 digits all present.

PersonalAction.java
This is Struts’ action class related to personal screen. It has been changed to format the home phone number only if all 10 digits all present.

EDBEmployee.java
This is the interface class for all of the employee related properties. It has been modified to include new properties related to Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind, and White-Ind.

MapBackedEDBEmpImpl.java
This is the implementation of EDBEmployee used in the PPS web applications. It has been modified to include new properties related to Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind, and White-Ind.

AppParamLookupFacadeImpl.java
This is application parameters lookup facade implementation. This has been modified to remove extraneous logging of messages.

CancelFacadeImpl.java
This is application parameters lookup facade implementation. This has been modified to remove extraneous logging of messages.

PanFacadeImpl.java
This is application parameters lookup facade implementation. This has been modified to remove extraneous logging of messages.

PPSWsConEditFacadeImpl.java
This is application parameters lookup facade implementation. This has been modified to remove extraneous logging of messages.

PPSWsRangeValueEditFacadeImpl.java
This is application parameters lookup facade implementation. This has been modified to remove extraneous logging of messages.

SuspendFacadeImpl.java
This is application parameters lookup facade implementation. This has been modified to remove extraneous logging of messages.

TemplateFacadeImpl.java
This is application parameters lookup facade implementation. This has been modified to remove extraneous logging of messages.

UserAuthorizationFacadeImpl.java
This is application parameters lookup facade implementation. This has been modified to remove extraneous logging of messages.

UserIdFacadeImpl.java
This is application parameters lookup facade implementation. This has been modified to remove extraneous logging of messages.
Employee.java
This is employee object. Getter and setter methods have been added for the new properties related to Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind, and White-Ind.

ConsistencyCheckAction.java
This is struts’ action class for consistency edit screen. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

EditAppointmentAction.java
This is struts’ action class for appointment screen. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

EditDistributionAction.java
This is struts’ action class for distribution screen. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

EducationAction.java
This is struts’ action class for education screen. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

EmployeeEntryAction.java
This is struts’ action class for employee entry screen. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

PostAuthNotificationAction.java
This is struts’ action class for PAN screen. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

RestoreAction.java
This is struts’ action class for restoring suspended session. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

SubmitEmployeeAction.java
This is struts’ action class for submitting employee to PPS. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

TemplateAction.java
This is struts’ action class for templates handling. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

NewhireBaseAction.java
This is web new hire application’s base struts’ action class. Code related to struts’ synchronizer token pattern has been added.

ApplicationPropertiesLoader.java
This class loads all of the properties and builds various drop-downs, radio buttons, auto complete maps. A new drop down map has been added for the new ethnicity indicator with the value – Blank, Yes and No. Also, the new campus customization property, displayApptDepartmentCode, is being read from the external customization file.

CampusCustomizationData.java
This is the interface class for campus customization data. Getter and setter methods have been added for the new external customization property “displayApptDepartmentCode”.

CampusCustomizationDataImpl.java
This is java class to hold campus customization data. Getter and setter methods have been added for the new property “displayApptDepartmentCode”.

DataElementMetadataManager.java
This is java object for managing meta data information related to new hire system. This class has been modified to include the meta data information related to the new data elements (Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind, and White-Ind).

ITranslationService.java
This is java class to provide translation services for code/value pair. New constants have been added related to the new data elements (Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind, and White-Ind).
Version.java
This holds the current version number for the web new hire application. This has been changed to version number 1.3 (1931R).

JavaScript

common.js
This is common JavaScript file for the new hire application. Masking for number fields has been changed to retain partial data entry. Summary screen colors for blank fields have been made consistent. New functions have been added to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

modal.js
This contains JavaScript code to support modals in new hire application. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

templates.js
This contains JavaScript code to support templates in new hire application. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

appts-and-dists.js
This contains JavaScript code to support appointment and distribution screens in new hire application. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

education.js
This contains JavaScript code to support education screen in new hire application. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

employee-identification.js
This contains JavaScript code to support employee identification screen in new hire application. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

idoc.js
This contains JavaScript code to support IDOC screen in new hire application. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

post-auth-notification.js
This contains JavaScript code to support PAN screen in new hire application. This has been changed to remove column sorting. It has also been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

review.js
This contains JavaScript code to support review messages screen in new hire application. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

Web Pages

personal_ppwwiper.jsp
This is personal data screen for EDB Inquiry. This screen has been modified to display Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind, and White-Ind. The label for “Ethnicity” has been changed to “Primary Ethnic/Race”.

version.jsp
This holds the current EDBInquiry version number. This has been changed to version 2.5 (1931R).

add_appointment.jsp
This is the JSP page for entering appointments. This has been changed to include conditional appointment department code. This has also been changed to focus cursor on “appointment type” instead of “appointment title”. It has also been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.
show_appointment.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying appointments. This has been changed to include conditional appointment department code.

add_distribution.jsp
This is the JSP page for entering distributions. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

added_license.jsp
This is the JSP page for entering licenses information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

address_and_disclosures.jsp
This is the JSP page for entering addresses and disclosures information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

citizenship_and_taxes.jsp
This is the JSP page for entering citizenship and taxes information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

conedit_rve.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying range value edit errors. This has been changed to format the display in a more presentable way. It has also been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

education.jsp
This is the JSP page for entering education information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

employee_identification_locked.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying employee identification information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

employee_identification.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying employee identification information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

employment_information.jsp
This is the JSP page for adding/editing employment information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

existing_edb_match.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying existing EDB matches. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

existing_iid_match.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying existing IID matches. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

id_no_longer_available.jsp
This is a helper JSP page for indicating ID is no longer available. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

idoc.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying IDOCs. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

iid_error.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying error message related to IID system. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

iid_matches_found.jsp
This is the JSP page displaying IID matches. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.
iid_validation_errors.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying error message related to IID system validations. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

list_suspended_sessions.jsp
This is the JSP page for listing all suspended transactions. This has been changed to remove “tabIndex” for individual fields for proper tabbing. It has also been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

list_templates.jsp
This is the JSP page for listing all user templates. This has been changed to remove “tabIndex” for individual fields for proper tabbing. It has also been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

pay_disposition.jsp
This is the JSP page for adding/editing pay disposition information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

personal_information.jsp
This is the JSP page for entering personal information data. New data elements, Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind, and White-Ind, have been added. Title for “ethnicity” has been changed to “Primary ethnic/race”. It has also been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

summary.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying summary data. New data elements, Hispanic-Ind, African-Amer-Ind, Amer-Indian-Ind, Asian-Ind, Native-Hawai-Ind, and White-Ind, have been added. Conditionally, appointment department code will be displayed. It has also been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

template_data.jsp
This is a helper JSP page for processing template data. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

appointment_table.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying appointment information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

conedit_error.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying consistency edit errors. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

conedit_messages.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying consistency edit messages. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

licenses_and_certs.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying licenses information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

pan_reviewers.jsp
This is the JSP page for displaying PAN reviews table. This has been changed to align the “delete” button properly for the additional PAN reviewers. It has also been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

ajax_duplicate.jsp
This is a helper JSP page for indicating duplicate license information. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

ajax_error.jsp
This is a helper JSP page for indicating error condition to AJAX calls. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

ajax_ok.jsp
This is a helper JSP page for indicating successful condition to AJAX calls. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.
ajax_rve.jsp
This is a helper JSP page for displaying range value errors. It has been changed to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

empty.jsp
This is a blank helper JSP page. It has been created to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

Property Files

CampusCustomization.properties
A new property “displayApptDepartmentCode” has been added to control hide/display of the appointment department code on the appointment screen. If the property is not defined, it defaults to “false” (hide). “Campus Customization Guide” has been updated to reflect the new property. It may be found at web new hire web-site at http://www.ucop.edu/payroll/web-new-hire/maintenance_and_support.html.

Configuration Files

newhire.xml
This is struts 2 web new hire configuration file. A new interceptor, tokenSession, has been added to support struts’ synchronizer token pattern.

Help Files

0112.txt
This is help file for Primary Ethnic/Race. It has been modified to change the header.

0322.txt
This is Hispanic Indicator help file.

0323.txt
This is Black/African American Indicator help file.

0324.txt
This is American Indian or Alaska Native Indicator help file.

0325.txt
This is Asian Indicator help file.

0326.txt
This is Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander Indicator help file.

0327.txt
This is White Indicator help file.

2020.txt
This is help file for Appointment type. It has been modified to remove unrecognizable characters.

2032.txt
This is Appointment department code help file.

CSS Files

newhire.css
This is the CSS file for the new hire system. Additional style has been added to align the “delete” button properly for the additional PAN reviewers.